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My aim is to remind you, or if there are any

doubting Thomases, to convince them, that

spin dependent measurements have a scalpel

like ability to probe a theory, which, for exam-

ple, may have been able to fudge the results

of ordinary cross-section measurements.

Thus the path of spin is strewn with the

wreckage of discarded theories. The posi-

tive aspect is that better (hopefully) theories

arise from the ashes.
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THE ANCIENT WORLD
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Example (1): Electroweak Theory

Weak interactions were supposed to involve

S-T coupling:

1 and i
2[γµ, γν]

From the role of spin in comparing rates for

π → eν̄ and π → µν̄ and from measurement

of the Helicity of the neutrino, we eventually

learned: V-A

γµ(1− γ5)
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The unification of Weak and Electromag-

netic interactions is one of the greatest achieve-

ments in Particle Physics.

Without the discovery of the V-A structure

this would have been impossible!
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The power of spin is vividly illustrated by ex-

periments to determine the structure of the

weak Hamiltonian. The most general form,

allowing for parity violation, involves TEN

coupling constants:

H =
∑

i=1...5

[
Ci(ψ̄eΓiψµ)(ψ̄νµΓiψνe)

+C′i(ψ̄eΓiψµ)(ψ̄νµΓiγ5ψνe)
]

Results:
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Example (2): Regge Poles

In the 1960s-70s a dramatic discovery:

Totally unexpected SHRINKING of diffrac-

tion peaks in dσ
dt for elastic cross-sections

A(p1) + B(p2) → A(p3) + B(p4)

t = (p1 − p3)
2

fig
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Beautiful explanation: Theory of Complex

Angular Momentum: simplest version: Regge

Poles————–

Many successes in relating different CROSS-

SECTIONS

BUT

Failure to predict POLARIZATIONS!

But spin could have been used to probe the

theory at a much deeper level: “General Anal-

ysis of Nucleon-Nucleon Scattering: Criti-

cal Tests for Regge-Pole Theory”. E.L. and

Richard C. Slansky 1966. .......alas, never

carried out

The deep-level inclusion of spin in Regge The-

ory provided a fantastically rich panoply of

possibilities: Conspiracies, Evasions, Daugh-

ters.......many of which were never tested.
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Example(3) Spin is an inessential

complication

In the 1960s there was great excitement at

the possibility of calculating strong interac-

tion amplitudes reliably for the first time ever

using the Mandelstam Representation.

Gave rise to a massive effort to study analytic

properties of arbitrarily complex Feynman di-

agrams..... a horribly complicated task made

much worse by the inclusion of spin!

Hence the motto: SPIN IS AN INESSEN-

TIAL COMPLICATION

A dangerous generalization! THIS IS A GROSSLY

INCORRECT STATEMENT!!!!! fig
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The greatest asymmetry in hadron physics ever seen by a human being 

 
(Brodsky) 



THE RENAISSANCE: The European Muon

Collaboration Experiment
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Deep Inelastic Scattering in the parton

model
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A reminder:

Q2 ≡ −q2 = −(k − k′)2 ν ≡ ELab − E′Lab

x ≡ xBjorken = Q2

2Mν

POLARIZED cross-section expressed in terms

of two spin-dependent STRUCTURE FUNC-

TIONS: g1,2

g1(x, Q2) =
1

2

∑

flav

e2j [∆qj(x, Q2)+∆q̄j(x, Q2)]

The key ingredient here are the polarized quark

densities
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THE EMC EXPERIMENT OF 1988

Notation:

∆q =
∫ 1

0
dx∆q(x)

Important flavour combinations :

a3 = ∆u + ∆ū−∆d−∆d̄

= 1.267± 0.0035

a8 = ∆u + ∆ū + ∆d + ∆d̄− 2(∆s + ∆s̄)

= 0.585± 0.025

∆Σ =
∑

f

(∆qf + ∆q̄f)

Note that ∆Σ = a8 + 3(∆s + ∆s̄)
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Ellis -Jaffe Theory: safe to ignore ∆s + ∆s̄

=⇒∆Σ ' a8 ' 0.59

Now EMC measurement of

Γp
1 =

∫ 1

0
dxg

p
1(x)

=
1

12

[
a3 +

1

3
(a8 + 4a0)

]

=⇒ aEMC
0 ' 0

But in naive parton model a0 = ∆Σ

∴ Gross contradiction with Ellis-Jaffe Theory

Moreover, since

∆Σ = 2〈Squarks
z 〉

EMC seems to imply 〈Squarks
z 〉 = 0

and there appears to be ’A crisis in the par-
ton model: where, oh where, is the proton’s
spin?’ [Anselmino and L, Z.Phys. C41,(1988)
239]
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Resolution (??)of the crisis : The

Anomalous Gluon Contribution

The Operator Product Expansion has no gluon

operator contributing to the first moment of

g1, but Feynman diagram approach yields re-

sult:

a0 = ∆Σ− 3αs(Q2)

2π
∆G(Q2) (1)
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a0 = ∆Σ− 3αs(Q2)

2π
∆G(Q2)

It was thus hoped that one could have a rea-

sonable ∆Σ ' 0.6 and still obtain a very small

a0.

But even with present day estimates a0 ≈ 0.2

this requires

∆G ' 1.7 at Q2 = 1GeV 2

Is this acceptable? What do we know about

∆G?
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THE PRESENT (new challenges)

1) ATTEMPTS TO MEASURE ∆G

There are three ways to access ∆G(x) :

(1) Polarized Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS)—

parametrize polarized quark and gluon densi-

ties and fit data on g1(x, Q2).

Main role of gluon is in EVOLUTION with

Q2, but range of Q2 is very limited so deter-

mination of ∆G(x) is imprecise.

Figures show world results on ∆G(x) in 2006,

2008
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Typically one has ∆G ≈ 0.29 ± 0.32 much

smaller than the desired 1.7 !

(2) cc̄ production in DIS. Requires high en-

ergy lepton beam: COMPASS at CERN.

Given that the nucleon has no INTRINSIC

charm, the cc̄ are produced via ’gluon-photon

fusion’. fig
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Detecting BOTH charmed particles would be

an absolutely clean signal for the mechanism!

But the intensity is too low—-factor of 30 in

rate lost in detecting second charmed meson—

- so rely on single charm production. Also on

back-to-back jets—much less clean.

Figure shows some of the COMPASS results
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Suggests very small ∆G compatible with re-

sult quoted above

(3) ALL with polarized protons: uniquely at

RHIC.

Several reactions:

~p+~p −→ π0+X (needs Fragmentation Func-

tions)

~p + ~p −→ Jet + X

Dominant partonic reactions:

~g + ~g −→ g + g : dominates at smaller p2
T

~g + ~q −→ g + q: dominates at larger p2
T
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Results: ALL is SMALL!

Fig
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Consistent with ZERO gluon polarization

THE SPIN CRISIS

IS STILL WITH US !
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2) TRANSVERSE SINGLE-SPIN

ASYMMETRIES

Hadronic reactions like

p↑ + p → π + X

p↑ : transversely polarized proton

Asymmetry under reversal of direction of po-

larisation

AN ≡ dσ↑ − dσ↓

dσ↑ + dσ↓

Partonic mechanism:

fig
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In collinear Parton Model AN ≈ 0

To get an idea of the size, at parton level

âN = αs
mq√

s
f(θ∗)

where f(θ∗) is of order 1

Gives asymmetries of a fraction of a percent

THE DATA STRONGLY CONTRADICT THIS!

fig
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This is a profound challenge to the theory!

A major problem swept under the carpet for

some decades!

Forced to invent NEW mechanisms, BEYOND

the parton model
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SIVERS: Number density of quarks with mo-

mentum xP + kT depends on polarization P

of parent hadron

A + B P · (xP × kT )

BUT can show this violates Parity and Time

Reversal invariance IF

hadron → quark + X

is treated as an independent reaction........as

it is in the parton model.

To avoid this need INITIAL or FINAL state

interactions, thereby spoiling straightforward

UNIVERSALITY of parton model.
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COLLINS: In fragmentation of quark of mo-

mentum p into hadron, allow hadron to have

intrinsic transverse momentum kT relative to

quark.

Number density of hadrons with momentum
1
zp + kT depends on polarization P of frag-

menting quark.

D(z, Ph) = A + BC P·(p× Ph)

Again, vanishes if fragmentation

q → hadron + X

is treated as an independent reaction, as it is

in the parton model.

So again lose straightforward universality.
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3) THE BIGGEST SURPRISE OF ALL:

ep → ep

The electromagnetic form factors of the

proton

fig
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The photon-proton vertex is given by:

ū(p′)[γµF em
1 (Q2) +

iσµνqν

2M
κF em

2 (Q2)]u(p)

q = p′− p κ = anomalous magnetic moment

Q2 = −q2

F1,2 Dirac em form factors. Sachs more con-

venient: GE = F1 − κτF2 GM = F1 + κF2

τ = Q2

4M2

GE(0) = 1

GM(0) = total magnetic moment µ = 2.79
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Diff. cross-section in the LAB: ROSENBLUTH

dσ

dΩ
=

( dσ

dΩ

)′
Mott

[
G2

E + τG2
M

1 + τ

+ 2τG2
M tan2(θ/2)

]

Both GE and GM drop with increasing Q2

Long standing experimental assertion that

GM(Q2) ≈ µGE(Q2)

fig
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HOWEVER

A totally new kind of measurement at JLab:

Polarization transfer to the proton from a

longitudinally polarized electron colliding with

an unpolarized target:

LONGITUDINAL polarization of the recoil

proton:

PL ∝
[
E + E′

M

] √
τ(1 + τ)G2

M tan2(θ/2)

TRANSVERSE (in scattering plane) polar-

ization of the recoil proton:

PT ∝ −2
√

τ(1 + τ)GE GM tan(θ/2)

fig
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THIS IS ONE OF THE OLDEST, SIMPLEST

REACTIONS STUDIED IN ELEMENTARY

PARTICLE PHYSICS. FOR DECADES IT

WAS BELIEVED TO BE TOTALLY UN-

DERSTOOD.

ONCE AGAIN A SPIN-DEPENDENT MEA-

SUREMENT HAS UPSET THE APPLE CART!!!
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TO CONCLUDE: A PUZZLE

Manifestly, spin-dependent measurements have

played a crucial role in shaping theories of el-

ementary particles.

Why, then, has it NOT attracted a large fol-

lowing? Why is it NOT a subject of major

interest to everyone in particle Physics?

There are possibly two reasons:

1) Practical: Polarization measurements are

notoriously difficult. Sources, acceleration,

depolarizing resonances etc etc are a headache.

2) Pedagogical-psychological: Spin had a dif-

ficult birth! Conflict between Stern-Gerlach

experiment and fine structure of hydrogen

(spin-orbit coupling). “Mysterious effects too

complicated to explain in an undergraduate

text”.

Examples:
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Hmagn =
1

m2c2
1

r

dV

dr
L.S (18.100)

When the actual calculation is made with the

proper Lorentz transformations for the fields,

it is found that owing to purely kinematic

effects we must add a term to the energy,

which, has the same form as (18.100) but a

different coefficient. Known as the Thomas

term, this contribution to the hamiltonian is

HThomas = − 1

2
Hmagn (18.101)
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However, the kinematics used above is non-

relativistic. Relativistically, the electron also

precesses about the nucleus (this is called

the Thomas precession) with a certain fre-

quency. The net upshot of this precession

is that the magnetic field “ seen” by the

electron is only half as large as the one as-

sumed in the derivation of equation (19.2),

and therefore................

NB: Relativity produces a factor of 1/2 !!!!!!!!!!!!!
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This state of affairs is a great pity, because,

without doubt, spin-dependent measurements

provide a very sharp and subtle probe of dy-

namical theories.

They are scalpel-like in exposing theoretical

weaknesses, far more so than are cross-section

measurements.

We have seen this on many occasions histor-

ically and I predict we will see it again often

in the future.
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